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Issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
For Comments From Persons Interested in Accounting and Reporting
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR COMMENTS
The Special Advisory Committee was formed in August, 1977, to develop criteria for eval­
uating internal accounting control. The AICPA recognized that the broad guidance in pro­
fessional auditing literature had been developed for a limited purpose and that there was a 
need to provide guidance “in reasonable detail and susceptible to objective application” that 
would be helpful to companies. Accordingly, the Institute appointed an advisory group con­
sisting of financial executives, internal auditors, CPAs engaged in management advisory services, 
and one CPA engaged in the practice of auditing to develop the desired guidance.
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 became law after the committee had begun its 
work. The act imposes, among other things, internal accounting control requirements on certain 
issuers of securities (public companies). Although the committee was not formed because of 
the act, its final report should be useful to management and boards of directors in considering 
whether their companies comply with the internal accounting control provisions of the act.
The committee urges interested parties to consider the issues and recommendations presented 
as guidance for management and boards of directors in this tentative report and to provide the 
committee with written comments and suggestions. The committee is particularly interested 
in comments on the adequacy and usefulness of the criteria and examples of selected control 
procedures and techniques presented in the Appendix. The committee needs such comments 
because it is seeking to develop criteria that are sufficiently comprehensive so that their imple­
mentation would provide management and boards of directors with reasonable assurance that 
the broad objectives of internal accounting control are being met.
The committee is also particularly interested in comments on the following matters:
• The scope of internal accounting control.
•  The factors that are part of the internal accounting control environment.
• The “cycle approach” to an evaluation of internal accounting control.
• Cost-benefit considerations.
After considering the comments and suggestions received, the committee will issue a final 
report for the information of management, boards of directors, and other AICPA committees 
studying issues related to reports by management and public reports by independent auditors 
on internal accounting controls.
Written comments should be received by December 15, 1978, and should be addressed to—
Thomas P. Kelley 
American Institute of CPAs 
1211 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10036
Copies of written comments will be available for inspection at the AICPA offices in New 
York on and after January 2, 1979.
This tentative report has been distributed to certain organizations concerned with regulatory, 
supervisory, or other public disclosure of financial activities and to persons who have requested 
copies. It has also been distributed to practice offices of CPA firms; members of Council; technical 
committee chairmen; state society and chapter presidents, directors, and committee chairmen. 
Copies are available from the AICPA order department.
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Tentative Report of the Special Advisory Committee 
on Internal Accounting Control
There is an increased interest by 
management and boards of directors 
in evaluating internal accounting 
control. (The term “management” 
as used in this report includes the 
board of directors and committees 
thereof, where their involvement 
would be appropriate.) There are 
several reasons for that, two of 
which are particularly important. 
First, the independent Commission 
on Auditors’ Responsibilities has 
suggested that there be a manage­
ment report on the financial state­
ments and that it “present manage­
ment’s assessment of the company’s 
accounting system and controls 
over it. . . .” The Financial Execu­
tives Institute has lent its support 
to those suggestions. Second, the 
SEC has stated that public com­
panies should “review their ac­
counting procedures, systems of 
internal accounting controls and 
business practices” in order to take 
any actions necessary to comply 
with the requirements of the For­
eign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977. 
Among other things, that act re­
quires public companies to “make 
and keep books, records, and ac­
counts, which, in reasonable detail, 
accurately and fairly reflect the 
transactions and dispositions of the 
assets of the issuer” and to—
. . . devise and maintain a system 
of internal accounting controls suf­
ficient to provide reasonable assur­
ances that—
(i) transactions are executed in 
accordance with management’s gen­
eral or specific authorization;
(ii) transactions are recorded as 
necessary (I) to permit prepara­
tion of financial statements in con­
formity with generally accepted ac­
counting principles or any other 
criteria applicable to such state­
ments, and (II) to maintain ac­
countability for assets;
(iii) access to assets is permitted 
only in accordance with manage­
ment’s general or specific author-
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ization; and
(iv) the recorded accountability 
for assets is compared with the 
existing assets at reasonable in­
tervals and appropriate action is 
taken with respect to any differ­
ences.
The committee has concerned 
itself with the internal accounting 
control objectives in the act, which 
were taken verbatim from profes­
sional auditing literature. Those 
objectives— categorized by the 
committee as authorization, ac­
counting, and asset safeguarding 
objectives— were originally devel­
oped to provide broad professional 
guidance on the independent audi­
tor’s study and evaluation of in­
ternal accounting control, which is 
made for the limited purpose of 
serving as a basis for setting the 
scope of the examination of finan­
cial statements. The auditor tests 
only those controls on which he 
intends to rely. Management has 
a wider concern and needs to iden­
tify and communicate the objectives 
in more specific terms. To do that, 
it is first necessary to consider what 
is encompassed by the term “in­
ternal accounting control.”
A company typically has in place 
an organizational structure, control 
procedures, and techniques that 
will help it “safeguard its assets, 
check the accuracy and reliability 
of its accounting data, promote 
operational efficiency, and encour­
age adherence to prescribed man­
agerial policies.” Management is 
concerned with the effectiveness of 
all of the company’s controls, but 
not all of them are internal account­
ing controls.
It is not possible to prepare a 
comprehensive list of internal ac­
counting controls because circum­
stances vary so much between com­
panies. Generally speaking, an in­
ternal accounting control has been 
viewed as one that has a bearing on 
the reliability of the financial state­
ments or on the broad objectives of 
authorization, accounting, and asset 
safeguarding. However, the com­
mittee believes that management’s 
internal accounting control con­
cerns should extend to all external 
reports of historical financial in­
formation, for example, the histori­
cal financial information included 
in the financial highlights section of 
a report, in the president’s letter, 
and in earnings releases.
The act gives explicit recognition 
to accounting controls to the exclu­
sion of all others. However, while 
the implications of the act and the 
possibility of public representations 
on internal accounting control need 
to be considered, a careful balance 
must be struck between those con­
cerns and the wider range of man­
agement’s business concerns. In 
particular, the committee wishes to 
emphasize that effective internal 
accounting control does not pre­
clude management from taking the 
prudent business risks deemed nec­
essary to achieve corporate objec­
tives.
Professional auditing literature 
and the Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act include the concept of “rea­
sonable assurance,” which involves 
cost-benefit considerations; that is, 
consideration of the aggregate cost 
of specific controls in relation to 
the benefits expected to be derived. 
However, significant aspects of 
costs and of risks or benefits cannot 
be reduced to monetary terms with­
out using subjective business judg­
ment.
Given the above caveats, what 
should management be doing with 
respect to internal accounting con­
trol?
The committee believes that 
management should initiate a pre­
liminary assessment of the internal 
accounting control environment 
and of the appropriateness and ef­
fectiveness of existing accounting 
control procedures and techniques
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6based on its overall knowledge of 
the company. On the basis of that 
preliminary assessment, manage­
ment should plan the manner, ex­
tent, and timing of other procedures 
deemed appropriate. Those pro­
cedures should relate to—
a. A  re-examination of the ac­
counting control procedures in 
place and the ongoing process 
of evaluating them.
b. A consideration of the need for 
a shift toward more explicit 
documentation of those control 
procedures and the process of 
evaluating them.
The committee’s report presents 
suggestions on performing a pre­
liminary assessment, on performing 
an evaluation of specific account­
ing control procedures and tech­
niques, and on monitoring com­
pliance with established proce­
dures. Those suggestions are cap- 
sulized below.
The Preliminary Assessment
The committee believes that the 
internal accounting control environ­
ment established by management 
has a significant impact on the se­
lection and effectiveness of a com­
pany’s accounting control proce­
dures and techniques. In making 
a preliminary assessment, it is im­
portant to recognize that a poor 
internal accounting control environ­
ment would make some control 
procedures inoperative for all in­
tents and purposes because, for 
example, individuals would hesi­
tate to challenge a management 
override of a specific control pro­
cedure. However, even a strong 
control environment cannot provide 
absolute assurance that control 
procedures will not be circum­
vented by employee collusion or 
management override.
Factors that should be considered 
in a preliminary assessment would 
include the degree to which com­
pliance with accounting control 
procedures is enforced and rein­
forced through creation of an ap­
propriate organizational structure, 
use of sound management practices, 
establishment of accountability for 
performance, and requirements for
adherence to appropriate standards 
for ethical behavior, including com­
pliance with applicable laws and 
regulations. Management should 
also consider the extent to which 
important corporate and account­
ing policies and procedures have 
been formalized, the extent to 
which internal audits or other su­
pervisory reviews are used, the in­
ternal accounting control weak­
nesses that have been identified in 
the normal course of business or by 
audit findings, and the degree to 
which changes have taken place in 
the company’s organizational struc­
ture, accounting system, and per­
sonnel.
Evaluating Specific Control 
Procedures and Techniques
On the basis of its preliminary 
assessment, and recognizing the 
continuing nature of an effective 
evaluation of internal accounting 
control, management would plan 
the manner, extent, and timing of 
its evaluations of specific control 
procedures and techniques. When 
it is determined that such evalua­
tions should be made over a period 
of time, initial attention should be 
directed to those areas where the 
preliminary assessment indicates 
there may be greater exposure to 
significant control breakdowns.
The evaluations should include 
(1)  deciding on the appropriate 
approach, (2) obtaining an under­
standing of the flow of transactions 
and of the accounting control pro­
cedures in place, and (3) conclud­
ing whether those controls, giving 
appropriate consideration to the 
environment in which they operate, 
provide reasonable assurance that 
the criteria deemed necessary to 
achieve the broad objectives of 
authorization, accounting, and as­
set safeguarding have been met.
The committee has used a “cycle 
approach” to illustrate an evalua­
tion of internal accounting control. 
This entails classifying transactions 
as part of “cycles” into which they 
can be conveniently grouped (rev­
enue, expenditures, production or 
conversion, financing, and external 
financial reporting) and identifying
appropriate internal accounting 
control criteria for each cycle. The 
Appendix includes criteria by cycle 
for a hypothetical manufacturing 
company that should be operation­
ally useful to management, and 
selected examples of control pro­
cedures and techniques which are 
intended to clarify and illustrate 
the criteria. However, the commit­
tee recognizes that some companies 
may wish to approach their evalua­
tions of specific control procedures 
and techniques in another way, for 
example, by function or by operat­
ing unit. Those approaches are not 
incompatible with the cycle ap­
proach. W hat is important is that 
the appropriate criteria be identi­
fied.
Monitoring Compliance
Management should monitor 
compliance with established ac­
counting control procedures to ob­
tain reasonable assurance that con­
trols in place continue to be ap­
propriate and controls in effect 
continue to function properly. 
Monitoring takes place through 
management supervision, represen­
tations, audits or other compliance 
tests, approval and control of 
changes in procedures, and so 
forth. Monitoring is an integral part 
of the continuing process of evalu­
ating the control environment and 
the effectiveness of control proce­
dures.
* * *
The approach briefly highlighted 
above reflects the majority view 
within the committee and the pre­
sent state of the art. The complex­
ity of the issues is demonstrated by 
the fact that the members are not 
unanimous in their support for all 
of the recommendations. Further­
more, the wide range in the size of 
the over ten thousand publicly held 
companies in the United States, in 
their operating style, in the com­
plexity of their transactions, in the 
diversity of their products and 
services, and in the geographical 
dispersion of their operations clear­
ly makes it impossible to enumer­
ate specific controls that will an­
swer every question and meet all
7of the needs of all companies. Thus, 
the committee’s report is a first step 
in what should be an ongoing
effort by companies, public ac­
counting firms, academics, and 
professional organizations to study
internal accounting control require­
ments.
The need for additional guidance 
on internal accounting control has 
been emphasized by several recent 
developments, two of which are 
particularly important:
(1 )  The Report, Conclusions, and 
Recommendations of the Com­
mission on Auditors’ Respon­
sibilities.
(2) The enactment of the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 
and the related issuance by the 
SEC of Accounting Series Re­
lease No. 242.
The final report of the inde­
pendent Commission on Auditors’ 
Responsibilities includes a recom­
mendation for a report by manage­
ment on the financial statements 
and suggests that the report “pre­
sent management’s assessment of 
the company’s accounting system 
and controls over it, including a 
description of the inherent limita­
tions of control systems and a 
description of the company’s re­
sponse to material weaknesses iden­
tified by the independent auditor.” 
(The Financial Executives Insti­
tute has lent its support to those 
recommendations.) However, the 
report does not suggest what man­
agement should do to support a 
public representation on internal 
accounting control.
The Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act of 1977, as explained in Ac­
counting Series Release No. 242 
(ASR No. 242), requires “every 
issuer which has a class of securi­
ties registered pursuant to Section 
12 of the Securities Exchange Act, 
and every issuer which is required 
to file reports pursuant to Section 
15(d) of the Securities Exchange 
Act, to comply with certain ac­
counting standards.” Those stan­
dards are set forth in section 102 
(2) of the act and require issuers 
to—
(A) make and keep books, rec-
INTRODUCTION
ords, and accounts, which, 
in reasonable detail, accur­
ately and fairly reflect the 
transactions and dispositions 
of the assets of the issuer; 
and
(B) devise and maintain a system 
of internal accounting con­
trols sufficient to provide rea­
sonable assurances that—
(i) transactions are executed 
in accordance with manage­
ment’s general or specific 
authorization;
(ii) transactions are recorded 
as necessary (I) to permit 
preparation of financial state­
ments in conformity with 
generally accepted account­
ing principles or any other 
criteria applicable to such 
statements, and (II) to main­
tain accountability for assets;
(iii) access to assets is per­
mitted only in accordance 
with management’s general or 
specific authorization; and
(iv) the recorded account­
ability for assets is compared 
with the existing assets at 
reasonable intervals and ap­
propriate action is taken with 
respect to any differences.
ASR No. 242 emphasizes that 
“because the Act became effective 
upon signing, it is important that 
issuers subject to the new require­
ments review their accounting pro­
cedures, systems of internal ac­
counting controls and business 
practices in order that they may 
take any actions necessary to com­
ply with the requirements con­
tained in the Act.” However, ASR 
No. 242 does not specify what 
should be involved in such a re­
view.
The internal accounting control 
provisions of the act, as indicated 
in the legislative history, recognize 
the importance of professional 
auditing literature. In fact, the 
language of section 10 2(2)(B ) of 
the act is taken verbatim from the
broad objectives of internal ac­
counting control (which the com­
mittee has categorized as author­
ization, accounting, and asset safe­
guarding objectives) set forth in 
Statement on Auditing Standards 
No. 1 ( SAS No. 1), section 320.28. 
However, those objectives were 
originally developed to provide 
broad professional guidance on the 
independent auditor’s study and 
evaluation of internal accounting 
control, which is made for the 
limited purpose of serving as a 
basis for setting the scope of the 
examination of financial statements. 
The auditor tests only those con­
trols on which he intends to rely. 
Management, on the other hand, 
has a wider concern and needs to 
identify and communicate the ob­
jectives in more specific terms. 
(The term “management” as used 
in this report includes the board 
of directors and committees there­
of, where their involvement would 
be appropriate.) For example, the 
first objective is: “Transactions are 
executed in accordance with man­
agement’s general or specific 
authorization.” In applying this ob­
jective to sales transactions, per­
sonnel within the company might 
have questions such as the follow­
ing:
• What aspects of the transactions 
should be authorized— customer 
acceptance, shipment, credit 
terms, prices, other matters?
• If, for example, credit terms 
should be authorized, should that 
authorization be general ( criteria 
that can be applied to classes 
of customers) or specific (credit 
terms individually authorized for 
each customer) ?
• Should authorizations be in writ­
ing?
• What steps, if any, should be 
taken to review transactions for 
proper authorization?
8Management needs guidance in 
identifying and dealing with such 
questions. However, there are over 
ten thousand publicly held com­
panies in the United States. The 
wide range in the size of those 
companies, in their operating style, 
in the complexity of their transac­
tions, in the diversity of their 
products and services, and in the 
geographical dispersion of their 
operations clearly makes it impossi­
ble to enumerate specific controls 
that will answer every question and 
meet all of the needs of all com­
panies. Also, as indicated in the 
concluding remarks, there should 
be a continuing effort to study in­
ternal accounting control require­
ments. Therefore, the approach to 
an evaluation suggested in this re­
port is not the only way an evalua­
tion can be performed, and the 
criteria included in the Appendix
are not, and cannot be, detailed 
rules. However, the committee be­
lieves that the recommendations in 
this report should help manage­
ment in its continuing evaluation 
and monitoring of internal account­
ing control. Thus, this report should 
be useful to management in con­
sidering whether the company 
complies with the internal account­
ing control provisions of the act.
SCOPE OF INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL
In 1949, a special report by the 
AICPA Committee on Auditing 
Procedure defined internal control 
as follows:
Internal control comprises the plan 
of organization and all of the co­
ordinate methods and measures 
adopted within a business to safe­
guard its assets, check the accuracy 
and reliability of its accounting 
data, promote operational effici­
ency, and encourage adherence to 
prescribed managerial policies. This 
definition possibly is broader than 
the meaning sometimes attributed 
to the term. It recognizes that a 
“system” of internal control extends 
beyond those matters which relate 
directly to the functions of the ac­
counting and financial departments.
Independent auditors found that 
definition too broad for their pur­
poses, and internal control was sub­
divided into administrative control 
and accounting control to clarify 
the scope of the auditor’s study and 
evaluation as it pertains to his ex­
amination of financial statements. 
Those types of controls are de­
fined in section 320.27-.28 of SAS 
No. 1 as follows:
Administrative control includes, but 
is not limited to, the plan of organ­
ization and the procedures and rec­
ords that are concerned with the 
decision processes leading to man­
agement’s authorization of transac­
tions. Such authorization is a 
management function directly as­
sociated with the responsibility for 
achieving the objectives of the or­
ganization and is the starting point 
for establishing accounting control 
of transactions.
Accounting control comprises the 
plan of organization and the pro­
cedures and records that are con­
cerned with the safeguarding of 
assets and the reliability of financial 
records and consequently are de­
signed to provide reasonable assur­
ance that:
a. Transactions are executed in 
accordance with management’s 
general or specific authorization.
b. Transactions are recorded as 
necessary (1) to permit prepar­
ation of financial statements in 
conformity with generally ac­
cepted accounting principles or 
any other criteria applicable to 
such statements and (2) to 
maintain accountability for as­
sets.
c. Access to assets is permitted 
only in accordance with man­
agement’s authorization.
d. The recorded accountability 
for assets is compared with the 
existing assets at reasonable in­
tervals and appropriate action 
is taken with respect to any dif­
ferences.
Auditors recognized that the dis­
tinction between an administrative 
control and an accounting control 
would not always be clear, and 
SAS No. 1 provides the following 
amplification:
The foregoing definitions are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive be­
cause some of the procedures and 
records comprehended in account­
ing control may also be involved 
in administrative control. For ex­
ample, sales and cost records classi­
fied by products may be used for 
accounting control purposes and al­
so in making management decisions
concerning unit prices or other as­
pects of operations. Such multiple 
uses of procedures or records, how­
ever, are not critical for the pur­
poses of this section because it is 
concerned primarily with clarifying 
the outer boundary of accounting 
control. Examples of records used 
solely for administrative control are 
those pertaining to customers con­
tacted by salesmen and to defective 
work by production employees 
maintained only for evaluating per­
sonnel performance.
Generally speaking, an internal 
accounting control has been viewed 
as one that has a bearing on the 
reliability of the financial state­
ments or on the broad objectives 
of authorization, accounting, and 
asset safeguarding. The commit­
tee recognizes that management is 
necessarily concerned about all of 
the controls contemplated in the 
1949 definition of “internal con­
trol.” For example, controls that 
help to promote efficient and ef­
fective operations have been, and 
will continue to be, of vital im­
portance to management. Also, 
certain administrative controls may 
be among the factors that shape 
the internal accounting control en­
vironment. For example, adminis­
trative and operating procedures 
focusing upon specific business ac­
tivities often complement account­
ing control procedures. To illus­
trate, capital expenditure projects 
might be subject to specific market­
ing, engineering, technological, and 
legal evaluations during the plan­
ning, authorization, and develop­
ment stages. Such procedures
9complement accounting control 
procedures for approval and mon­
itoring of the funds expended. 
However, the committee’s report is 
restricted to internal accounting 
control as defined above because 
(a) the Commission on Auditors’ 
Responsibilities suggests that man­
agements report to shareholders on 
the “accounting system and related 
controls,” and ( b ) the act mandates 
a “system of internal accounting 
control” (emphasis added).
The committee believes that 
management cannot limit its in­
ternal accounting control concerns 
to the financial records or even 
to the financial statements them­
selves. The committee believes that 
companies should have accounting
controls that extend to the external 
reporting of historical financial in­
formation. External reports of his­
torical financial information include 
the financial statements and related 
notes, other accounting or financial 
information included elsewhere in 
a document containing financial 
statements (such as a registration 
statement, proxy statement, or an­
nual report), and other forms of 
financial reporting to the public, 
such as interim reports and earn­
ings releases. For example, the com­
mittee believes that accounting 
controls should extend to historical 
financial information presented in 
the financial highlights section of a 
report, in management’s analysis 
of changes in earnings, and in com­
ments on the financial statements in 
the president’s letter. The commit­
tee believes that it would be incon­
sistent with the public interest to 
use the external financial statements 
alone to define the scope of internal 
accounting control in today’s en­
vironment.
In the normal course of business, 
many financial records and reports 
are prepared for internal manage­
ment purposes. The committee be­
lieves that accounting control pro­
cedures should be applied to such 
records and reports to the extent 
they have an important bearing on 
achieving the broad objectives of 
authorization, accounting, and asset 
safeguarding.
THE INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
The internal accounting control 
environment established by man­
agement has a significant impact 
on the selection and effectiveness 
of a company’s accounting control 
procedures and techniques.
The control environment is 
shaped by several factors. Some 
are clearly visible, like a formal cor­
porate conduct policy statement 
or an internal audit function. Some 
are intangible, like the competence 
and integrity of personnel. Some, 
like organizational structure and 
the way in which management 
communicates, enforces, and rein­
forces policy, vary so widely among 
companies that they can be con­
trasted more easily than they can 
be compared.
Although it is difficult to measure 
the significance of each factor, it 
is generally possible to make an 
overall evaluation. The committee 
believes that an overall evaluation 
of a company’s internal accounting 
control environment is a necessary 
prelude to the evaluation of control 
procedures and techniques.
A poor control environment 
would make some accounting con­
trols inoperative for all intents and 
purposes because, for example, in­
dividuals would hesitate to chal­
lenge a management override of a 
specific control procedure. On the
other hand, a strong control en­
vironment, for example, one with 
tight budgetary controls and an ef­
fective internal audit function, can 
have an important bearing on the 
selection and effectiveness of speci­
fic accounting control procedures 
and techniques.
Although it is possible for ac­
counting control procedures and 
techniques to be working in a com­
pany that has a poor control en­
vironment, the committee believes 
it is unlikely that management can 
have reasonable assurance that the 
broad objectives of internal ac­
counting control are being met un­
less the company has an environ­
ment that establishes an appropri­
ate level of control consciousness.
The control environment involves 
all the employees of a company. 
However, the role of the board and 
particularly its audit committee in 
establishing an appropriate control 
environment cannot be overem­
phasized. Leadership in formulat­
ing and communicating an appro­
priate atmosphere of control 
consciousness must come from the 
board of directors, its audit com­
mittee, and top management. That 
leadership involves creating an ap­
propriate organizational structure, 
using sound management practices, 
establishing accountability for per­
formance, and requiring adherence 
to appropriate standards for ethical 
behavior, including compliance 
with applicable laws and regula­
tions. Many companies have found 
it necessary to formalize such guid­
ance through written policies and 
procedures. Formalization of such 
matters is conducive to an environ­
ment in which internal accounting 
controls are likely to be understood 
and to operate effectively.
The remainder of this section 
discusses some of the more signi­
ficant factors that shape the internal 
accounting control environment.
Organizational Structure
The organizational structure of a 
company provides the overall 
framework for the planning, direc­
tion, and control of its operations. 
In general, it involves reporting re­
lationships, functions to be per­
formed by organizational units, and 
the authority, responsibilities, and 
constraints of key positions.
The effectiveness of a company’s 
organizational structure depends 
on how well it serves as a frame­
work for direction and control of 
company activities. An effective 
structure would give appropriate 
consideration to the following mat­
ters:
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• Competence of personnel and 
provision of appropriate re­
sources to discharge the respon­
sibilities assigned, together with 
a system of measurement of, and 
accountability for, performance.
• Delegation of responsibility and 
authority to deal with matters 
such as goals and objectives, 
operating functions, organization 
form, management style, regula­
tory requirements, and financial 
reporting standards.
• Budgets and financial reports to 
facilitate the discharge of as­
signed responsibilities and mon­
itor the activities at each level 
in the organizational structure.
• Checks and balances that separ­
ate incompatible activities to pre­
clude absolute control by any 
single individual or unit, provide 
for supervision by higher levels 
of management, and provide for 
monitoring of overall company 
activities.
The more responsive a company’s 
organizational structure is to its ex­
ternal and internal requirements, 
the more likely it is to strengthen 
the accounting control procedures 
in place. For example, when respon­
sibility is assigned for marketing 
and production activities but not for 
inventory management, there may 
be less control consciousness than 
when all three are addressed. An 
effective organizational structure 
should minimize gaps and overlaps 
in responsibility assignment.
The larger a company and the 
more complex its operations, the 
more desirable it is to document 
the organizational structure. Or­
ganization charts, position descrip­
tions, policy statements, and similar 
documents are frequently used for 
that purpose.
Personnel
The internal accounting control 
environment and the control pro­
cedures themselves are highly de­
pendent on the competence and 
integrity of the company’s person­
nel. Professional auditing literature 
states that “reasonable assurance
that the objectives of accounting 
control are met depends on the 
competence and integrity of per­
sonnel, the independence of their 
assigned functions, and their un­
derstanding of the prescribed pro­
cedures.”
The committee agrees that those 
factors are particularly important 
to the maintenance of an appropri­
ate internal accounting control en­
vironment. ( Independence of func­
tions and understanding of pre­
scribed procedures are discussed in 
more detail under “Delegation 
and Communication of Responsi­
bility and Authority.” ) Dishonest 
or incompetent employees can 
make most control procedures in­
operative. For example, misunder­
standing of instructions, mistakes 
of judgment, carelessness, or other 
personal factors related to compe­
tence and integrity can result in 
errors in the performance of con­
trol procedures. Collusion between 
employees can circumvent certain 
control procedures. Similarly, man­
agement personnel may often be in 
a position to circumvent or override 
control procedures intentionally. 
Accordingly, management should 
consider whether the company’s 
policies and procedures with re­
spect to hiring, evaluation, com­
pensation, promotion, training, and 
so forth, are conducive to the em­
ployment of competent, honest 
personnel.
Delegation and Communication 
of Responsibility and Authority
Management should delegate or 
limit authority in a manner that 
provides assurance that its respon­
sibilities are effectively discharged. 
Thus, authority for specific matters 
should be assigned and limited in 
a manner that permits an effective 
review of decisions made. For ex­
ample, the board of directors may 
choose to retain direct authority to 
approve or disapprove long-term 
loan agreements of all types, but 
may decide to delegate authority to 
approve or disapprove capital 
expenditures within established 
limits. The board might obtain 
reasonable assurance as to the
appropriate exercise of delegated 
authority through such measures as 
appropriate reports (for example, 
external and internal audit reports 
and financial statements and re­
ports), observation, discussion, con­
sultation, and the organizational 
structure itself. Each level of man­
agement should operate in a similar 
fashion, delegating authority within 
reasonable limits while retaining 
final responsibility. This results in 
a network of personnel who are 
specifically authorized to approve 
or disapprove designated trans­
actions and who are prohibited 
from engaging in or approving 
other specified transactions.
At each level in the organization, 
there is a need for a clear under­
standing of the authority and re­
sponsibilities delegated and the 
relationships individuals have with 
respect to others in the organiza­
tion. There is also a need to know 
the policies, procedures, and ac­
tivities that directly and indirectly 
affect individual responsibilities. 
Appropriate communication is 
therefore essential to control con­
sciousness. Communication about 
the delegation of responsibility and 
authority and related policies and 
procedures should be explicit to be 
effective. Communication need not 
be written to be explicit, although 
that may be helpful. The critical 
test is that those who need to be 
informed are, in fact, properly in­
formed.
Budgets and Financial Reports
The formulation and communi­
cation of company goals and ob­
jectives enables managers to pro­
pose courses of action, receive ap­
proval and direction, know what is 
expected of them, and perform in 
a complementary, unified manner. 
Budgets and financial reports are 
tools used in that process. When 
approved, budgets and longer range 
plans constitute a form of general 
authorization. Although the spe­
cifics set forth in such budgets and 
plans will vary with the com­
pany’s specific circumstances, they 
should—
• Present for each level of manage-
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ment all material aspects of 
planned operations for which it 
has either direct or oversight re­
sponsibilities.
• Be segmented in a manner that 
reflects the assigned responsibili­
ties set forth in the plan of or­
ganization.
• Be updated to reflect manage­
ment’s decisions relative to 
changes in conditions and cir­
cumstances.
Financial reports that compare 
budgeted and actual results and 
analyze variances and the man­
agerial action that results from that 
analysis may enable management 
to identify areas where controls 
may need to be strengthened. They 
also provide a means for evaluat­
ing performance, help provide rea­
sonable assurance that transactions 
are being executed in accordance 
with management’s authorization, 
and help develop an attitude of 
accountability at all levels of the 
company.
Appropriate reports are a key 
form of control over the exercise of 
authority that has been delegated 
to others. Accordingly, they assume 
increased significance to manage­
ment at higher levels in the com­
pany, whose involvement in day- 
to-day transactions tends to lessen 
significantly.
Organizational Cheeks and 
Balances
The concept of checks and bal­
ances is inherent in all aspects of 
the internal accounting control 
environment— organizational struc­
ture, delegation and communica­
tion of responsibility and authority, 
and budgets and financial reports. 
The concept has specific applica­
tion as a general control technique 
applicable to all accounting cycles. 
(See the introduction to the Ap­
pendix where it is discussed under 
the heading “Segregation of Du­
ties.” )
In evaluating checks and bal­
ances in an organization, two par­
ticular functions should be care­
fully considered— the financial con­
trol and internal audit functions.
Those two functions stand apart 
from others in the organizational 
structure in that an important pur­
pose of both is to establish and 
maintain an appropriate level of 
control consciousness in the com­
pany.
Financial Control Function
The activities of this function 
might be performed by a combina­
tion of organizational segments, for 
example, controllership, treasury, 
planning, and information systems. 
Such activities will also involve dif­
ferent arrays of reporting relation­
ships depending on the company’s 
organizational structure. The spe­
cifics of an effective organizational 
structure must permit the corporate 
level executive(s) responsible for 
the financial control function to 
discharge his responsibilities to the 
chief executive and the board.
The financial control function is 
by its nature concerned with the 
establishment and continuous su­
pervision of the control environ­
ment. Activities for which this 
function should be responsible in­
clude the following:
• Design of control procedures and 
techniques applicable to specific 
transactions.
• Oversight of specific transactions 
to assure that they are properly 
recorded and otherwise satisfy 
control criteria.
• Design of financial planning and 
reporting systems that appropri­
ately capture management’s plans 
and the results of actual per­
formance.
• Issuance of reports that appro­
priately present both planned 
and actual financial performance.
• Identification and communica­
tion of significant variances from 
management’s plan.
Internal Auditing
According to the Standards for 
the Professional Practice of Internal 
Auditing, adopted by the Institute 
of Internal Auditors, internal audit­
ing is “an independent appraisal
function established within an or­
ganization to examine and evaluate 
its activities as a service to the or­
ganization.” The standards provide, 
among other things, that “internal 
auditors should be independent of 
the activities they audit.” An ef­
fective internal auditing function 
can serve as a high-level organiza­
tional control, as well as a construc­
tive and protective link between 
policy-making levels and operating 
levels of an organization.
One of the tasks of internal au­
diting may be the evaluation of 
internal controls ( which include 
accounting controls) and the deter­
mination of whether they are func­
tioning effectively. Thus, an inter­
nal audit function can provide as­
surance to management that the 
broad objectives of internal ac­
counting control are being achieved.
Some companies may elect to 
operate without an internal audit 
function either because they are 
too small to justify the function, or 
because they have elected to use 
alternative methods.
EDP Considerations
The method of data processing 
used by a company may influence 
its organizational structure and the 
procedures and techniques used to 
accomplish the broad objectives of 
internal accounting control. Ac­
cordingly, EDP considerations play 
an important role in evaluating a 
company’s control environment and 
its control procedures.
The characteristics of computer 
systems and computerized controls 
indicate the need for management 
to understand the exposures and 
controls for specific business appli­
cations and cycles, and to under­
stand the controls in the computer 
processes themselves. The degree 
of reliance that can be placed on 
controls exercised by the computer 
system is dependent on the degree 
of control exercised by management 
over the development and mainte­
nance of the computer system. This 
section does not cover the general 
and application controls over data 
processing systems that should be 
considered, since they are amply
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discussed in other documents. (See, 
for example, SAS No. 3, The Effects 
of EDP on the Auditors Study and 
Evaluation of Internal Control, 
certain AICPA guides and guide­
lines, such as Management, Con­
trol, and Audit of Advanced EDP  
Systems, as well as various current 
texts on the subject.)
Physical concentration of data, 
concentration of different functions 
within the EDP activity, and the 
use of common data by multiple 
users are some of the important 
characteristics of contemporary 
computer systems. Accordingly, 
special consideration should be 
given to three major threats in an 
EDP environment: (1 )  the loss of 
important information through dis­
aster, (2) the ability of a single 
individual to make unauthorized 
changes that negate internal ac­
counting controls or permit im­
proper access to assets, and (3) the 
possibility of unintentional loss of 
assets (for example, loss through 
pricing errors on sales invoices be­
cause of errors in the master price 
file).
Some of the tasks frequently per­
formed in the EDP process itself 
are listed below.
• Initiation, authorization, execu­
tion, and reporting of transac­
tions according to pre-established
rules. Examples might include 
interest and depreciation calcula­
tions, orders to purchase or ship 
merchandise, and automatic pre­
paration of checks for repetitive 
payments, such as dividends, em­
ployee benefits, or freight settle­
ments.
• Preparation or processing of 
documents that authorize the use 
or disposition of assets. This in­
direct access may occur in con­
nection with transactions that are 
computer initiated.
• Performance of the full range of 
accounting functions, that is, re­
cording, classifying, summariz­
ing, and reporting transactions.
• Implementation of accounting 
controls. Those controls may re­
late to internally generated trans­
actions, internal processing, or 
internal files, as well as data sub­
mitted for processing.
The wide range of tasks that may 
be performed by the EDP process 
emphasizes the importance of pro­
per systems development methods 
and the participation of manage­
ment in the development process.
Management should also recog­
nize that computer programs are 
frequently subject to change. If 
the change process (or program 
maintenance) is not controlled, an
individual can make unauthorized 
changes or can make incorrect 
changes that can have an unpre­
dictable effect on the data files. For 
example, internal transactions may 
be generated; assets may be in­
directly accessed by individuals 
responsible for accounting for the 
assets; editing and reporting of 
errors or exceptions may be sub­
verted. Similarly, to the extent that 
supervisory programs are changed 
and the change process itself is not 
controlled, unauthorized transac­
tions may be initiated and the re­
porting of those transactions may 
be suppressed. Finally, to the ex­
tent that direct unauthorized ac­
cess to the computer can occur, 
data programs can be accidentally 
or intentionally modified or de­
stroyed.
In considering its organizational 
structure, management should rec­
ognize that the development of 
contemporary systems consists of 
identifying the company’s business 
requirements from diverse sources 
and users and translating them into 
operational computer instructions. 
This requires a substantially higher 
level of coordination among groups 
within the organization and among 
technical disciplines than was pre­
viously required when systems 
simply supported individual de­
partments.
EVALUATING INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROL
There are various ways to design 
and evaluate accounting control 
procedures and techniques. Sec­
tion 320.65-.66 of SAS No. 1 sug­
gests that independent auditors 
consider the types of errors and ir­
regularities that could occur with 
respect to each significant class of 
transactions and related assets; de­
termine the accounting control pro­
cedures that should prevent or 
detect such errors and irregulari­
ties; determine whether the neces­
sary procedures are prescribed and 
are being followed satisfactorily; 
and evaluate any weaknesses.
The committee’s recommenda­
tions build upon that approach by 
suggesting criteria ( the converse of
the “types of errors and irregulari­
ties that could occur” ) and by pre­
senting examples of selected con­
trol procedures and techniques for 
general guidance.
The Cycle Approach to 
Developing Criteria
The committee believes that an 
effective way for management to 
approach an evaluation of control 
procedures and techniques is to (a ) 
classify transactions as part of 
“cycles” into which they can be 
conveniently grouped, ( b ) identify 
the internal accounting control 
criteria appropriate for the transac­
tions that fall within each cycle,
and (c) evaluate the control pro­
cedures and techniques in place 
against those criteria, giving ap­
propriate consideration to the in­
ternal accounting control environ­
ment. ( “Criteria” is used in the 
sense of standards on which judg­
ments may be based; in the context 
of this report, “transactions” in­
clude exchanges of assets or ser­
vices with parties outside the busi­
ness entity and transfer or use of 
assets or services within it.) D e­
veloping control criteria by cycle 
provides a bridge that can be use­
ful in evaluating whether specific 
control procedures and techniques 
meet the broad objectives of au­
thorization, accounting, and asset
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safeguarding.
Since a cycle consists of trans­
actions reflecting related activities 
that can be conveniently grouped 
together, the number of cycles may 
vary from company to company. 
For example, one method of group­
ing the transactions of a company 
is set forth below.
1. The company enters into CAPI­
T A L  AND D E B T transactions 
at inception and thereafter as 
necessary to permit it to en­
gage in
a. PURCHASE transactions,
b. PAYRO LL transactions, and
c. PRO D U CTIO N  AN D  IN ­
VEN TO RY transactions.
2. These activities permit the exe­
cution of
a. SALES transactions, which 
may be or evolve into
b. CASH RECEIPT transac­
tions.
3. Cash receipts in turn per­
mit CASH DISBURSEM ENT 
transactions for purchases and 
payroll, and also for
a. PROPERTY transactions,
b. IN VESTM EN T transac­
tions, and
c. C APITAL AND D EB T 
transactions.
A company following that method 
might state that it had nine cycles. 
A similar company might, however, 
classify its transactions in broader 
or narrower groups and use fewer 
or more than nine cycles.
Although the cycles identified 
above may include almost all of the 
repetitive transactions in which an 
entity engages, there are other 
transactions and events that do not 
fall neatly within transaction 
cycles. For example, matters such 
as a significant year-end adjust­
ment of the allowance for doubtful 
accounts ordinarily would be be­
yond the scope of controls de­
signed to apply to normal trans­
actions in the account. Similarly, 
control procedures and techniques 
established to deal with trans­
actions may not be responsive to 
control needs related to certain 
financial statement disclosure de­
cisions, such as those related to
disclosures of loss contingencies. 
The committee believes that there 
should be a somewhat different 
“cycle”— the “external financial re­
porting cycle”— to accommodate 
those different situations.
The committee has concluded, 
solely for the purpose of develop­
ing criteria and examples of 
selected control procedures and 
techniques that can be applied by 
the widest range of companies, that 
the transactions of most companies 
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ples, unusual or 
nonrecurring ac­
tivities and deci­
sions, and those 
which are not 
transactional in 
nature, such as 
contingencies.
The Appendix includes criteria, 
developed from the perspective of 
a hypothetical manufacturing com­
pany, and examples of selected 
control procedures and techniques 
for each of those five cycles. The 
criteria and examples are classified 
within each cycle by the broad 
objectives of authorization, ac­
counting, and asset safeguarding.
The approach which the man­
agement of a company will take 
in evaluating internal accounting 
control will vary depending on the 
size of the business, diversity of 
operations, degree of centralization 
of financial and operating manage­
ment, extent to which accounting 
control procedures have been 
documented, complexity of trans­
actions, amount of contact by top 
management with day-to-day op­
erations, results of internal audits, 
and many other factors. Accord­
ingly, some companies may wish 
to approach their evaluations of 
specific control procedures and 
techniques in another way, for ex­
ample, by function or by operating 
unit. Those approaches are not 
incompatible with the cycle ap­
proach. W hat is important is 
that the appropriate criteria be 
identified.
The Preliminary Assessment
Management should initiate a 
preliminary assessment of the in­
ternal accounting control environ­
ment and the effectiveness of 
existing accounting control pro­
cedures based on its overall 
knowledge of the company. In 
making that assessment, matters 
such as the following might be 
considered:
• The extent to which compliance 
with accounting control pro­
cedures is enforced and rein-
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forced through the maintenance 
of an appropriate internal ac­
counting control environment.
• The extent to which important 
corporate and accounting poli­
cies and procedures have been 
formalized.
• The extent to which internal 
audits or other supervisory re­
views are used.
• The lines of business, number of 
locations, and the materiality of 
assets at risk.
• Internal control weaknesses that 
have come to management’s at­
tention, for example, by operat­
ing results ( such as inventory 
shortages) or by internal or ex­
ternal audit findings.
• Unusual or unexplained vari­
ances in the trend of operating 
results and balance sheet ratios 
compared to plan or to prior 
periods.
• Changes in organizational struc­
ture, accounting systems, or per­
sonnel.
On the basis of its preliminary 
assessment, and recognizing the 
continuing nature of an effective 
evaluation of internal accounting 
control, management would plan 
the manner, extent, and timing of 
its evaluation of specific control 
procedures and techniques. When 
it is determined that such evalua­
tions should be made over a period 
of time, initial attention should be 
directed to those areas where the 
preliminary assessment indicates 
there may be greater exposure to 
significant control breakdowns.
Evaluating Specific Control 
Procedures and Techniques
Recognizing the present state of 
the art and the significant differ­
ences between companies, the com­
mittee has necessarily suggested an 
approach to an evaluation of spe­
cific control procedures and tech­
niques which requires the exercise 
of judgment about the extent of 
detail that will be involved in the 
evaluation. The approach, outlined 
below, emphasizes the importance 
of the internal accounting control
environment. In some cases, evalu­
ations may be performed by 
corporate personnel or internal 
auditors; in other cases, initial 
evaluations might be performed, or 
representations might be made, by 
division personnel using guidelines 
established by management, with 
subsequent review by internal or 
external auditors.
• Consider the environment in 
which the accounting control 
procedures operate, including 
the nature of the company’s busi­
ness and the industry in which 
it operates, management’s phil­
osophy of operations, and related 
policies. This might entail re­
view of corporate and division 
organization charts, plans and 
operating reports, policy state­
ments, procedures manuals, in­
ternal audit reports, minutes of 
meetings of the audit committee, 
and so forth. The evaluation 
should consider whether the en­
vironment encourages compli­
ance with accounting control 
procedures and reinforces ap­
propriate behavior. The evalua­
tor should also consider whether 
company objectives, policies, and 
procedures are communicated to 
middle management and to other 
employees with the formality 
appropriate to the circumstances.
• Consider the transactions in 
which the company engages and 
relate those transactions to a spe­
cific cycle. (See the Appendix. 
Management should consider 
whether to modify the cycles 
suggested because of the com­
pany’s particular circumstances.)
• Consider the criteria suggested 
by the committee as necessary to 
achieve the broad objectives of 
authorization, accounting, and 
asset safeguarding for each cycle 
and make appropriate modifica­
tions where required by the par­
ticular circumstances of the com­
pany.
• Obtain an understanding of the 
flow of transactions through each 
cycle and of the accounting con­
trol procedures and techniques 
in place. This may be obtained 
by interviewing personnel, re­
viewing written procedures, 
forms, and job descriptions, 
studying the results of periodic 
internal audits, flow charting the 
accounting systems, using ques­
tionnaires, and obtaining repre­
sentations from key personnel. 
These methods should be used 
in appropriate combinations. 
The methods selected should 
consider the significance of the 
accounts affected by the trans­
actions. The evaluator should 
ordinarily trace different types 
of transactions through the re­
lated documents and records 
maintained to obtain an ade­
quate understanding of the flow 
of transactions in each cycle.
• Consider whether the accounting 
control procedures and tech­
niques in place, giving appropri­
ate consideration to the environ­
ment in which they operate, pro­
vide reasonable assurance that 
the criteria deemed necessary to 
achieve the objectives of authori­
zation, accounting, and asset 
safeguarding have been met (see 
“Cost-Benefit Considerations” ). 
The Appendix provides exam­
ples of selected control proce­
dures and techniques that may 
be helpful in making this 
evaluation.
Monitoring Compliance
Management should monitor 
compliance with established ac­
counting control procedures to ob­
tain reasonable assurance that 
controls in effect continue to func­
tion properly. Monitoring takes 
place through management super­
vision, representations, audits or 
other compliance tests, approval 
and control of changes in pro­
cedures, and so forth. Monitoring 
is an integral part of the continuing 
process of evaluating the control 
environment and the effectiveness 
of control procedures.
The internal accounting control 
provisions of the act have increased 
the significance to management of 
the results of an evaluation of in­
ternal accounting control. Accord­
ingly, management should consider
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the appropriate level of documen­
tation of its evaluation of internal 
accounting control. Such docu­
mentation would provide an im­
portant support for representations 
about the company’s internal ac­
counting control. The quantity, 
type, and content of the documen­
tation retained will vary with 
the circumstances. Documentation 
might include memoranda con­
cerning audit or other findings, 
management and audit committee 
deliberations, and resulting actions.
Cost-Benefit Considerations
The concept of reasonable assur­
ance recognizes that the aggregate 
cost of specific controls should not 
exceed the benefits expected to be 
derived. Measuring the direct cost 
of a control ordinarily is feasible. 
Measuring the indirect cost is more 
difficult. Determining whether the 
control creates a new cost because 
it slows the decision making process 
or stifles initiative is clearly a sub­
jective judgment. This is particu­
larly important, because the first 
cost-benefit decision management 
must make relates to the selection 
of a proper internal accounting 
control environment in keeping 
with efforts to achieve overall cor­
porate objectives.
Measuring the benefits a control 
is designed to provide ordinarily in­
volves estimates and judgments no 
matter what mathematical tech­
niques are applied. For example, 
consider the problem of estimating 
the amount of revenue that might 
not be recorded, either intention­
ally or unintentionally, because a 
control weakness might permit a 
shipment not to be billed and re­
corded. The effect of the factors 
listed below, among others, would 
have to be considered. Most in­
volve subjective judgments. No 
way has yet been developed to 
weigh and measure the factors with 
precision.
• W hat is the average value of 
individual shipments and the 
aggregate value of shipments 
during a specified period?
• What has been the company’s 
past experience with inventory 
adjustments or losses?
• W hat is the likelihood of ship­
ping tickets not being prepared 
or being lost or destroyed?
• W hat is the likelihood of cus­
tomers advising that shipments 
were not billed?
• What is the likelihood of detect­
ing such errors or irregularities 
through salespersons’ complaints 
about unpaid commissions?
• What is the likelihood of detect­
ing such errors or irregularities 
through reports or other means 
(for example, by monthly sales 
comparisons, by the ratio of sales 
to cost of sales or to shipping 
expense, by periodic physical in­
ventories, by periodic internal 
audits, and so forth)?
• What other potential costs may 
be involved (for example, dam­
age to customer relations or to 
the company’s reputation) ?
Measuring the cost-benefit rela­
tionship is an important subject for 
research. For the present, final de­
cisions relative to an evaluation of 
internal accounting control require­
ments in areas where exposure 
could be material should be care­
fully reviewed and approved by 
an appropriate level of manage­
ment.
Limitations of Internal 
Accounting Control
The committee believes that
there are inherent limitations that 
should be recognized by manage­
ment in its evaluation of internal 
accounting control.
A major limitation of control pro­
cedures is the possibility of circum­
vention, either by employee collu­
sion or management override, as 
discussed earlier. Those situations 
can render accounting control in­
effective. It may be impracticable 
or impossible to prevent or detect 
circumvention of control proce­
dures. There is also a trade-off to 
be considered between operating 
efficiency and the increasingly com­
plex control procedures necessary 
to reduce exposures. Furthermore, 
there is generally some materiality 
limit below which it may be im­
practical to institute control proce­
dures and techniques. Those limita­
tions should be considered when 
management analyzes the cost- 
benefit relationship between a con­
trol procedure and the benefits ex­
pected to be derived.
Another limitation is caused by 
the fact that conditions within 
a company are not static, and per­
sonnel turnover is common. As 
a result, compliance with control 
procedures may worsen ( or im­
prove) in future periods. Manage­
ment has the responsibility to main­
tain internal accounting control 
and, accordingly, should institute 
procedures that will provide ap­
propriate review and authorization 
of changes affecting internal ac­
counting control and appropriate 
training of new personnel.
Management should also recog­
nize that the control procedures 
over external financial reporting 
typically involve subjective judg­
ments to a greater extent than con­
trol procedures over processing rou­
tine transactions, some of which 
may be relatively mechanical.
Most companies have long recog­
nized the importance of internal 
accounting control. However, pub­
lic companies are now required by 
law to design and maintain "a sys­
tem of internal accounting controls”
CONCLUDING REMARKS
that provides reasonable assurance 
that the broad objectives of internal 
accounting control (authorization, 
accounting, and asset safeguard­
ing) are met. Furthermore, com­
panies may be called upon to make
public representations about their 
internal accounting control.
The definition, objectives, and 
concepts of internal accounting 
control in common use (and in the 
act) have been developed to meet
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the specialized needs of auditors. 
There has been little material 
adapting existing auditing litera­
ture to the broader needs of man­
agement. Although the committee 
hopes its report will begin to fill 
part of this void, it is important 
to emphasize some points.
• Control procedures and tech­
niques have evolved over the 
years based on the judgments of 
individual managements of their 
necessity or usefulness in specific 
circumstances.
• Subjective knowledge, experi­
ence, specific industry and busi­
ness conditions, management 
style, cost-benefit judgments, 
among other factors, affect the
selection of appropriate control 
procedures and techniques. Al­
though criteria are presented in 
the Appendix, there is a neces­
sary element of subjectivity in­
herent in an evaluation by man­
agement of internal accounting 
control.
• At this point, there is not suffi­
cient empirical knowledge of 
how extensively control proce­
dures and techniques are em­
ployed, in what combinations, in 
which industries, in companies 
of what size, and so forth. A l­
though knowledge of current 
practices is not the only basis on 
which management should make 
judgments, the lack of knowledge
about what a majority of com­
panies have found necessary for 
purposes of effective internal ac­
counting control further compli­
cates the task of evaluation.
• Companies do not have a com­
prehensive theoretical model to 
use in making informed, support­
able judgments on the cost-benefit 
decisions implicit in developing 
their accounting control proce­
dures and techniques.
The committee’s report is the first 
step in what should be an ongoing 
effort by companies, public ac­
counting firms, academics, and pro­
fessional organizations to study in­





Criteria and Examples of Selected Control Procedures 
and Techniques by Cycle
This Appendix includes criteria and examples of selected control 
procedures and techniques for each of the five cycles identified by the 
committee. These introductory remarks, as well as the discussions in the text, 
particularly those in “The Internal Accounting Control Environment” 
and “Evaluating Internal Accounting Control,” are essential to an 
understanding of the information in this Appendix.
The suggested criteria have been developed from the perspective of a 
hypothetical manufacturing entity and, therefore, some businesses may have 
to develop additional criteria to recognize their special characteristics.
Also, some of the criteria may not be applicable to some companies because 
of the absence of the specific transactions. However, with those 
exceptions, the committee believes that when companies have control 
procedures and techniques in place and operating effectively that meet the 
criteria presented, their management and boards will have reasonable 
assurance that the broad objectives of internal accounting control have 
been met.
The examples of selected control procedures and techniques are not 
necessarily typical of those found in most companies, nor are they a 
complete list from which a company may select appropriate procedures and 
techniques. They are basically intended to clarify and illustrate the 
criteria. For example, the first illustrative procedure in the revenue cycle is 
“procedures for acceptance and approval of orders for nonstandard 
goods or services and for unusual delivery arrangements.” One company may 
have a number of procedures and techniques that fall within this broad 
description. Another company may have only one policy: “Orders are 
accepted only for goods included in the company’s current sales catalog and 
all orders are shipped parcel post.” The important point is that all 
companies should establish effective procedures to deal with deviations from 
the norm; that is, “nonstandard goods” or “unusual delivery arrangements.”
The criteria and examples are arranged by the broad objectives of 
authorization, accounting, and asset safeguarding. The committee has 
attempted to avoid duplication and, as a result, some readers may differ with 
the classification of certain criteria and examples. For example, policies 
on acceptance and approval of checks and credit cards relate to asset 
safeguarding as well as authorization, but are included only under 
“Authorization Objectives” in the revenue cycle. The committee believes that 
the important point is that significant internal accounting control 
criteria are not omitted; their classification is of secondary importance. In 
that connection, the general comments accompanying each cycle attempt 
to summarize the functions comprehended within the cycle and the range of 
internal accounting control concerns.
There are a great number and variety of accounting control procedures and 
techniques that, singly or in combination, will satisfactorily attain 
specific control criteria. Many procedures and techniques have a similar 
conceptual basis that is important either in making them effective or 
in insuring that they function properly. The committee found it practical to 
discuss some of those concepts in general terms in this introduction, 
and thereby limit repetition throughout the Appendix.
Segregation of Duties. Segregation of duties involves the assignment of 
responsibilities in such a way that different employees handle different parts 
of the same transaction. Anyone who records transactions or has access 
to assets ordinarily is in a position to perpetrate errors or irregularities. 
Appropriate segregation of duties helps to detect errors in a timely manner
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and deter improper activities. For example, when an employee with 
no cash receipts or disbursements responsibility performs the bank 
reconciliation, that procedure should be considerably more effective in 
meeting the applicable internal accounting control criteria. Similarly, internal 
accounting control is enhanced when the employee who handles 
the accounting for an asset, such as cash, is denied access to the asset; for 
example, the employee who maintains cash records should not be 
authorized to sign checks without a responsible cosigner.
Documentation. Proper documentation of transactions helps to fix approval 
and checking responsibility, permits proper accounting, aids in the 
control of transactions, and reduces the chance of errors. Documentation of 
transactions is essential to internal accounting control.
Important aspects of documentation include a description of the 
transaction, written approval authorizing the transaction, and the written 
evidence that any necessary subsequent steps, such as comparison to other 
documents and checking clerical accuracy and coding, were performed. The 
written indication of work performed helps to fix employee responsibility and 
disclose those transactions on which required procedures were not applied.
Accounting control procedures and techniques should provide reasonable 
assurance that all transactions are accounted for. Prenumbered documents, 
control totals, and holding files (such as files of unmatched purchase orders) 
facilitate achieving that objective.
Since the use of the proper form is frequently part of the approval 
process, it is necessary to maintain control over blank critical forms.
Supervision and Review. Systematic and thoughtful supervision and 
review of employees’ work helps to insure that accounting control 
procedures are in fact understood and followed. Although the frequency 
and extent of supervision and review will depend on many factors; such as 
the sensitivity and risk of the transactions and the ability and experience 
of the employee, its systematic and well conceived use by all levels of 
supervisory employees helps to detect and correct misunderstandings, 
errors, and improper practices in a timely manner and, at the same 
time, improve employee performance. Supervisory personnel should satisfy 
themselves, for example, that control accounts are properly reconciled 
to supporting details, that transactions are being accounted for, that errors 
are appropriately investigated and corrected, and, in a more general sense, 
that established policies and procedures are being followed. It is often 
desirable to document specific acts of supervision and review.
Timeliness. It is important that reports, reconciliations, document 
reviews, and other procedures and techniques that are intended to meet 
internal accounting control criteria be prepared or performed on a timely 
basis. The importance of the degree of timeliness will vary with each 
circumstance, and management will want to assess this factor in evaluating 
its control procedures and techniques. For example, exception reports 
should be reviewed and investigated promptly, and general ledger control 
and bank reconciliations need to be prepared and differences resolved 
expeditiously, so any necessary corrective actions can be taken without 
unnecessary exposure to loss.
THE REVENUE CYCLE The revenue cycle covers the functions involved in receiving and
accepting requests for goods or services; delivering or otherwise providing 
goods or services; credit granting, cash receipts, and collection activities; 
billing; accounting for revenues, accounts receivable, commissions, 
warranties, bad debts, returned goods, and other adjustments.
“Authorization” in the revenue cycle encompasses the types of products 
and services provided; classes of customers serviced (including related 
and foreign parties); distribution channels used; prices, credit, and other 
terms of sale; individual customer acceptance; sales-related adjustments 
and policies with respect thereto, such as policies on acceptance of returned 
goods; services furnished to customers, including warranty policies; 
billing and collection practices; sales compensation policies.
“Accounting” encompasses the procedures and techniques used to control 
the recording and classification of transactions that relate to revenue and
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cash receipts, deductions from revenue (for example, sales taxes, 
commissions, bad debts), and the distribution of such transactions to 
individual accounts receivable records and other subsidiary records.
“Asset Safeguarding” relates primarily to controls that safeguard cash 
receipts and protect important records.
Authorization Objectives
Criteria
1. The types of goods and services to 
be provided, the manner in which they 
will be provided, and the customers 
to which they will be provided should 
be properly authorized.
2. Credit terms and limits should be 
properly authorized.
3. The prices and other terms of sale 
of goods and services should be 
properly authorized.
4. Sales-related deductions and 
adjustments should be properly 
authorized.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Procedures for acceptance and approval of orders for nonstandard goods 
or services and for unusual delivery arrangements.
•  Policies on export sales and sales to related parties.
•  Policies on customer acceptance, including policies on acceptance 
and approval of checks and credit cards.
•  Use of an approved customer list.
•  Assigned responsibility and established procedures for approval of 
customer orders (customer acceptance, credit-worthiness, prices, and other 
terms of sale).
•  Established credit policies.
•  Policies for investigating credit-worthiness of prospective customers.
•  Periodic review of credit limits.
•  Approved sales catalogs or similar documents containing current price 
information and policies on matters such as discounts, sales taxes, freight, 
service, warranties, and returned goods.
•  Use of appropriate contract forms.
•  Procedures for approval of individually priced sales.
•  Approved commission schedules.
•  Procedures for approval of “no charge” service invoices and services 
performed under a warranty.
•  Procedures for approval of bad debt write-offs and other credits to 
customer accounts, including credits given for returned goods.
Accounting Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
5. Deliveries of goods and services 
should result in preparation of accurate 
and timely billing forms.
6. Sales and related transactions 
should be recorded at the appropriate 
amounts and in the appropriate 
period and should be properly 
classified in the accounts.
e Shipping and billing procedures that provide for the means to account 
for all goods shipped or services delivered and comparisons of shipments to 
billings, perhaps individually or through a form of batch control.
•  Policies covering the types of “memo billings” that may be issued and 
approval procedures over such billings.
•  Check of quantities of goods shipped by, for example, independent 
counts by common carriers or double counting of shipments.
•  Independent follow-up on customer complaints.
•  Policies and procedures covering accounting routines and related 
approval procedures for the major functions within the revenue cycle.
•  A suitable chart of accounts and standard journal entries.
•  Written, properly communicated sales (and cost of sales) cut-off 
procedures and review of the cut-off.
•  Reconciliation of the accounts receivable subsidiary ledger to the 
general ledger on a regular basis.
•  Independent mailing of statements to customers on a monthly basis.
7. Cash receipts should be accounted •  Comparison of initial record of cash receipts to bank deposits and




8. Access to cash receipts and cash 
receipts records, accounts receivable 
records, and billing and shipping 
records should be suitably controlled
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
e Independent control of cash upon receipt (through, for example, 
lock box arrangements, cash registers, prenumbered cash receipt forms).
•  Restrictive endorsement of checks upon receipt.
•  Segregation of duties between access to cash receipts and keeping
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Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
to prevent or detect within a timely 
period the interception of unrecorded 
cash receipts or the abstraction of 
recorded cash receipts.
records of sales, customer credits, cash receipts, and accounts receivable.
THE EXPENDITURES CYCLE The expenditures cycle is subdivided into purchasing, payroll, and 
disbursement functions.
Purchasing covers the functions involved in initiating requests for goods, 
other assets, and services (“goods” ) ; obtaining information as to available 
vendors, prices, and other specifications; placing orders for goods; receiving 
and inspecting or otherwise accepting the goods delivered or provided; 
accounting for amounts payable to vendors, including freight-in, cash 
discounts, returned goods, and other adjustments. Payroll covers the 
functions involved in hiring employees and deciding their compensation, 
direct and indirect; reporting attendance and work performed; accounting 
for payroll costs, payroll deductions, employee benefits and other 
adjustments. Disbursement covers the functions involved in preparing, 
signing and issuing checks, or distributing cash.
“Authorization” in the expenditures cycle encompasses the types and 
specifications of goods to be obtained; vendors used (including 
related parties); prices, specifications, credit, and other terms of purchase; 
the selection, hiring, termination and promotion of employees; wages, 
salaries and commission rates; types and amount of employee benefits; 
signing and issuance of checks; adjustments to vendor, payroll and cash 
accounts, and policies with respect thereto, such as quality control policies 
for goods accepted, and policies for termination pay and other special 
employee payments.
“Accounting” encompasses the procedures and techniques used to control 
the recording and classification of transactions that relate to purchases, 
payroll and cash disbursements, including accounts payable, purchase 
discounts lost, freight-in, gross payroll, payroll deductions, accruals related 
to such accounts, and the distribution of such transactions to the appropriate 
accounts, including individual payroll records.
“Asset Safeguarding” relates primarily to controls that provide 
reasonable assurance that payments are made only for authorized goods 
and authorized employees and that protect important records.
PURCHASING FUNCTIONS
Authorization Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
1. The types of goods, other assets, 
and services to be obtained, the 
manner in which they are obtained, 
the vendors from which they are 
obtained, the quantities to be obtained, 
and the prices and other terms of sale 
should be properly authorized.
•  Use of purchase requisitions.
•  Guidelines for vendor acceptability, based on considerations such as 
past performance, reputation and credit standing, ability to meet delivery, 
quality and service specifications, price competitiveness, legal restrictions, 
and policies on related party transactions.
•  Use of an approved vendor list based on established guidelines.
•  Use of priced purchase orders.
•  Procedures for prior review of contracts with vendors.
•  Established procedures for approval of purchase requisitions and 
purchase orders, and changes thereto, including the establishment
of reasonable limitations on the approval authority of specific individuals 
or classes of individuals.
•  Assigned responsibility for effecting compliance with purchasing policies.
2. Adjustments to vendor accounts 
and account distributions should be 
properly authorized.
•  Use and approval of debit memos to notify vendors of goods returned 
to them and other adjustments to their accounts.





3. All goods, other assets, and services 
received should be accounted for 
properly on a timely basis.
4. Amounts payable for goods and 
services received should be recorded 
at the appropriate amounts and in the 
appropriate period and should be 
properly classified in the accounts.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Use of receiving reports.
•  Timely review of all unmatched receiving reports and purchase orders.
•  Accounting for all issued vouchers.
•  Policies and procedures covering accounting routines and related 
approval procedures for the major purchasing functions.
•  Review of vendor statements for past-due items.
•  Comparison of vendor invoices to receiving reports and purchase orders.
•  Clerical check of vendor invoices.
•  Written, properly communicated cut-off procedures and review 
of the cut-off.
•  Procedures for making appropriate financial statement accruals
based on unmatched receiving reports and, where appropriate (certain other 
assets and services), unmatched purchase orders.
•  A  suitable chart of accounts and standard journal entries.
•  Established guidelines for determining account distribution
(capital vs. expense, overhead vs. administrative, etc.).
•  Insertion of account distribution on purchasing documents.
•  Reconciliation of accounts payable subsidiary ledger to the general ledger 
on a regular basis.
•  Independent follow-up of vendors’ statements, payment requests, 
complaints, etc.
Asset Safeguarding Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
5. Access to purchasing, receiving, 
and accounts payable records should 
be suitably controlled to prevent or 
detect within a timely period duplicate 
or improper payments.
6. Only authorized goods, other 
assets, and services should be accepted 
and/or paid for.
e Cancellation of supporting documents upon payment.
e Approval of vouchers and supporting documents prior to payment, 
e Segregation of duties between access to cash disbursements 
(issuing checks or handling signed checks) and keeping purchases and 
accounts payable records.
•  Receiving procedures that provide for an independent count
of quantities received.
•  Comparison of specifications and quantities of goods, other assets, 
and services received to approved purchase orders.





7. Employees, employee benefits, and 
perquisites should be properly 
authorized.
8. Compensation should be made at 
authorized rates for services rendered, 
and payroll deductions and 
adjustments to payroll-related accounts 
should be properly authorized.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Procedures for hiring and terminating employees.
•  Policies on vacation pay, overtime pay, sick pay, and other similar benefits.
• Establishment by the board of overall policies for employee
benefits and perquisites, such as company cars and use of company airplane.
•  Approval by the board or a committee thereof of significant
individual benefits or perquisites.
• Assigned responsibility for effecting compliance with company guidelines.
•  Assigned responsibility for approval of wages, salaries, and
commission rates.
•  Assigned responsibility for approval of additions, deductions,
and other changes to basic payroll information.
• Maintenance of personnel files, including support for payroll deductions.
•  Supervisory approval of time cards or sheets.
•  Periodic comparison, possibly on a test basis, of rates paid to
(a) individual approvals or (b) overall approvals, such as a union contract 
or commission policy statement.
•  Assigned responsibility for approval of adjustments of specific




Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
9. Recorded payroll should be for 
work actually performed.
•  Policies and procedures covering accounting routines and related approval 
procedures for the major payroll functions.
•  Use of time clocks or timekeepers.
•  Reconciliation of payroll records to production records when
employee pay is based on output.
•  Review of payroll register by individuals at a responsible level
of management.
•  Comparison of actual payroll to budgeted amounts.
10. Payroll and related withholdings 
should be correctly computed and 
remitted when due.
•  Reconciliation of payroll register to independent controls (such as 
hash totals) over source data.
•  Assigned responsibility for preparation of payroll tax returns.
11. Payroll costs should be recorded 
at the appropriate amounts and in the 
appropriate period and should be 
properly classified in the accounts.
•  Review of payroll source data by supervisors.
•  Reconciliation of payroll distribution to gross pay.
•  Guidelines for determining account distribution (capital vs. expense, 
inventory vs. expense, etc.).
•  A suitable chart of accounts and standard journal entries.
•  Procedures for making appropriate financial statement accruals.
Asset Safeguarding Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
12. Access to personnel and payroll 
records should be suitably controlled 
to prevent or detect within a timely 
period duplicate or improper 
payments.
13. Payments should be made only to 
authorized employees.
• Institution of physical security measures over these records.
•  Segregation of duties between personnel, timekeeping, and payroll 
preparation and distribution.
•  Periodic independent distribution of signed payroll checks, possibly on a 
test basis or by rotating employees.




Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
14. Disbursements should be made 
only for properly authorized 
expenditures.
•  Formal designation of authority to sign checks, including establishment of 
requirements for dual signatures.
•  Examination by individuals authorized to sign checks of documentation, 
possibly on a test basis in accordance with established criteria, supporting 
proposed cash disbursements.
•  Independent mailing of signed checks.
•  Use of imprest bank accounts and comparison of the deposits to such 
accounts to expenditures.
•  Investigation of unusual amounts charged to “purchase discounts lost.”
15. Adjustments to cash accounts 
should be properly authorized.
•  Assigned responsibility for review of bank reconciliations and 
for approval of adjustments to cash accounts.
Accounting Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
16. Disbursements should be recorded 
at the appropriate amount and in the 
appropriate period and should be 
properly classified in the accounts.
•  Policies and procedures covering accounting routines and related approval 
procedures for the major disbursement functions.
•  Accounting for all checks issued.
•  A suitable chart of accounts and standard journal entries.
Asset Safeguarding Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
17. Access to cash and cash 
disbursements records should be
• Segregation of duties between the accounts payable and cash
disbursements functions; segregation of duties within the cash disbursements
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Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
suitably controlled to prevent or 
detect within a timely period duplicate 
or improper payments.
function between the issuance of checks or disbursement of cash
and the maintenance of cash disbursements records.
• Safekeeping procedures for blank checks and facsimile signature plates.
•  Safekeeping procedures over the signing of checks (dual
signatures, control over signing equipment and signature plates).
• Reconciliation of the number of checks issued on a facsimile signature 
machine to the number of checks prepared.
•  Mutilation and retention of spoiled checks.
• Independent bank reconciliations, including (a) comparison, possibly on a 
test basis, of paid checks with cash disbursements records and
(b) examination, possibly on a test basis, of paid checks for alterations, 
unauthorized signatures, and unusual endorsements.
• Surprise counts of cash funds on hand.
THE PRODUCTION OR 
CONVERSION CYCLE
The production or conversion cycle covers the functions involved in 
production planning and control, inventory planning and control, 
property and deferred cost accounting, and cost accounting.
“Authorization” in the production or conversion cycle encompasses the 
types and quantities of goods to be manufactured or services to 
be provided; the methods and materials to be used; the inventory levels or 
service capabilities to be maintained; the scheduling of goods to be 
produced or services to be provided; adjustments and policies with respect 
thereto, such as provisions for obsolete inventory or write-downs 
of deferred costs; dispositions of property, scrap, and obsolete or 
excessive inventory.
“Accounting” encompasses the procedures and techniques used to control 
the recording and classification of transactions that relate to resources 
used, completed production, and inventory, and includes depreciation, 
amortization, and gain or loss on the sale or disposition of property.
“Asset Safeguarding” relates (a) to protecting the company 
from loss of inventory or property and (b) to protecting important records.
Authorization Objectives
Criteria
1. The types and quantities of goods 
to be manufactured or services to be 
provided, the methods and materials 
to be used, the inventory levels or 
service capabilities to be maintained, 
and the scheduling of goods to be 
produced or services to be provided 
should be properly authorized.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
• Preparation and review of sales forecasts.
• Establishment of a production control function.
•  Approval of an overall production and inventory control plan, and 
of changes thereto.
• Bills of material for goods to be produced.
• Requirement for capital expenditure requests over a specified amount to 
include a documented cost-benefit analysis.
2. Adjustments to inventory, property, 
deferred costs, and cost of sales should 
be properly authorized.
• Policies for determining excess or obsolete inventory quantities.
•  Assigned responsibility for review and approval of adjustments, including 
adjustments to standard costs.
• Periodic review of the reasonableness of lives assigned to classes 
of property and to deferred costs, and of the methods of depreciation 
and amortization.
3. Dispositions of property, scrap, 
and obsolete or excessive inventory 
should be properly authorized.
• Requirement for all movements or shipments of merchandise and assets out 
of the physical facility to be accompanied by appropriate documentation.




4. Resources used and completed 
production should be properly 
recorded on a timely basis.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Inventory released to production based on bills of material which are 
used as sources for postings to inventory records.
•  Additional inventory transfers to production based on documents approved 
by a designated employee, which would include review of scrap reports.
• Physical transfer of completed production on hand to a storeroom.




5. Inventory, production costs, 
depreciation of property, and 
amortization of deferred costs should 
be properly accumulated and classified 
in the accounts.
6. All costs of sales should be recorded 
at the appropriate amounts and in the 
appropriate periods and should be 
properly classified in the accounts.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Comparison of quantities transferred to storerooms to production reports.
•  Perpetual inventory records.
•  Periodic physical inventories or cycle counts.
•  Reconciliation of payroll costs to labor charged to inventory.
•  Investigation of significant amounts of over-and under-absorbed overhead.
•  Periodic physical inventory (where existence cannot be determined 
by other means) of property and equipment.
• Inventory pricing policies that are in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles.
•  Policies and procedures covering accounting routines and related 
approval procedures for the major functions within the conversion cycle, 
including sales or other dispositions of property.
•  Use of a cost system (job cost, process cost) that accumulates and 
allocates production costs in an appropriate manner (by cost center, 
department, and/or product) and that provides information adequate for 
pricing inventories, appropriate to the manufacturing process.
•  Use of standard costs with investigation of variances.
•  Periodic comparison of standard costs to actual costs (comparison of 
material costs to vendor invoices, comparison of labor rates and 
hours to actual rates and results of time studies, analysis of over- or 
under-absorbed overhead).
•  A  suitable chart of accounts and standard journal entries.
•  Written, properly communicated cut-off procedures on transfers among 
inventory accounts, and review of compliance with procedures.
(Purchase and sales cut-offs are covered in the expenditures and 
revenue cycles.)
•  Review of priced inventory listings for conformity with established 
pricing policies.
•  Individual records for items of property that include description, 
location, cost, depreciation, tax, and investment credit information.
•  Maintenance of appropriate records to support amortization
of deferred charges.
•  Periodic review of appropriateness of depreciation and amortization rates.
•  Procedures that provide for the same document (e.g., a sales invoice) 
to serve as the source document for the recognition of revenue and the 
related receivable and for the recognition of cost of sales and the related 
reduction of inventory.
•  Reconciliation of inventory records to the general ledger on a
regular basis.
•  Physical inventories at the end of annual reporting periods and/or 
on a cycle basis.
Asset Safeguarding Objectives
Criteria
7. Inventory should be protected from 
unauthorized use or removal.
8. Items of property should be 
properly controlled.
9. Access to inventory, property, 
cost, and production control records 
should be suitably controlled to 
prevent or detect within a timely 
period improper dispositions of 
inventory and property.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Physical controls (fences, restricted-access storerooms, guards, 
inspection of personnel, independent storeroom clerks).
•  Physical control procedures that vary with the individual dollar 
value of inventory items and with the volume of transactions.
•  Identification tags affixed upon acquisition.
•  Physical security procedures in plants and offices (fences, guards, etc.).
•  Periodic physical inventories of items susceptible to removal, giving 
due regard to the cost and lives of such items.
•  Segregation of duties between those who have access to inventories and 
those responsible for inventory, cost, and production control records. 
(“Access to inventories” includes those who physically receive, handle, 
and ship; it also includes those who prepare shipping orders or other 
disposal authorizations.)
•  Periodic physical inventories under the supervision of personnel 
other than those who have access to inventories.
•  Investigation of significant physical inventory shortages by those who 
do not have access to inventories.
•  Segregation of duties between those who have custody of movable 
property and those who maintain the property records.
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THE FINANCING CYCLE The financing cycle covers the functions involved with the issuance and 
redemption of capital stock and the recording of transactions therein; 
the payment of dividends; the investigation and selection of appropriate 
forms of financing, including lease transactions; debt management, 
including monitoring compliance with covenants; investment management 
and physical custody of securities.
"Authorization” in the financing cycle encompasses the sources, nature, 
and terms of equity and debt financing and any changes therein, and the 
nature and terms of investments, dividends, and other transactions 
affecting capital accounts.
"Accounting” encompasses the procedures and techniques used to control 
the recording and classification of those transactions.
"Asset Safeguarding” relates primarily to safekeeping procedures and 
segregation of duties with respect to investments, debt, and capital stock.
Authorization Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
1. The sources, nature, and terms 
associated with equity and debt 
financings (including lease 
transactions) and any adjustments or 
changes therein should be properly 
authorized.
•  Approval by the board of guidelines for selection among financing 
alternatives based upon such factors as covenants of existing financial 
arrangements, rating agency considerations, existing banking relationships, 
internal cost of capital, and corporate financial objectives.
•  Approval by the board of significant financing transactions.
•  Assignment of approval authority for less significant financing transactions 
to specific members of management.
•  Maintenance and review of loan covenant checklists.
•  Preparation and review of projected cash requirements with respect to 
payouts relating to existing loans and equity securities.
• Preparation and regular review of key financial ratios and statistics.
•  Legal review of all loan agreements prior to signing.
2. The nature and terms of 
investments, dividends, and other 
transactions affecting capital accounts 
and related adjustments should be 
properly authorized.
•  Approval by the board of guidelines for selection among investment 
alternatives based upon such factors as corporate charter and bylaws, 
legal restrictions, required rates of return, risk, cash flow, and 
portfolio diversification.
•  Preparation and review of financial forecasts including cash flow analyses.
•  Preparation and review of lease versus buy analyses.
•  Approval by the board of dividends, stock splits, treasury stock 
transactions, and significant investments.
•  Assignment of approval authority for less significant investments 
to specific members of management.
Accounting Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
3. Financing, investing, and capital 
transactions should be promptly 
recorded and properly classified in 
the accounts.
•  Policies and procedures covering accounting routines and related 
approval procedures for the major functions within the financing cycle.
•  Schedules of notes, interest payable, and commitments.
•  Schedules of marketable securities, including certificate numbers and 
tax and dividend information.
• Procedures to accumulate and review financial data of investees 
on a regular basis.
•  A  suitable chart of accounts and standard journal entries.
•  Policies governing the valuation of investments and treasury stock.
•  Reconciliation of dividends paid with shares outstanding.
•  Reconciliation of interest accruals on debt and interest and dividends 
earned on investments with terms of individual notes or securities.
•  Comparison of recorded transactions with minutes of meetings of the 
board or a committee thereof.
•  Review of interest income and expense and cash flow analyses 
by reference to budgets and prior period amounts.
•  Procedures to account for the registration and transfer of issued shares.
•  Utilization of banks, brokers, independent registrars and transfer agents, 
and other third parties to account for changes in investments, changes
in the company’s capital stock accounts, and changes in ownership of 
the company’s issued shares.




4. Access to debt, equity, and 
investment records and to investment 
securities and capital stock records 
should be suitably controlled to 
prevent or detect within a timely 
period improper dispositions of 
investments or of funds from debt or 
equity transactions.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Segregation of custody of marketable securities from accounting for 
marketable securities.
•  Use of independent safekeeping custodians.
•  Physical controls (safes, safe deposit boxes, etc.).
•  Procedures requiring two individuals to be present whenever such 
documents are inspected.
•  Maintenance of a log showing securities added to or removed from 
safekeeping.
•  Periodic comparison of securities to a schedule of marketable securities.
•  Segregation of duties between access to cash receipts from investments, 
debt, and equity, and keeping the related cash receipts records.
THE EXTERNAL FINANCIAL 
REPORTING CYCLE
The external financial reporting cycle covers the functions involved in 
preparing journal entries and posting transactions to the general ledger 
(to the extent such functions are not performed within other cycles); 
deciding the generally accepted accounting principles that the company 
should follow; gathering and consolidating the information required for 
the preparation of financial statements and other external historical financial 
reports, including related disclosures; preparing and reviewing the 
financial statements and other external reports.
"Authorization” in the external financial reporting cycle encompasses the 
company’s accounting policies; major valuation, adjustment and estimation 
decisions; decisions with respect to the proper accounting for unusual 
or nonrecurring transactions or events.
“Accounting” encompasses a supervisory or review responsibility with 
respect to the procedures followed within other cycles as well as direct 
responsibility for the preparation of financial statements and reports and 
the accounting procedures and routines used in their preparation.
“Asset Safeguarding” relates primarily to controls that restrict access to 
important records and to appropriate physical safekeeping procedures.
Authorization Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
1. Accounting policies, including 
selection among alternative 
accounting principles, should be 
properly authorized.
•  Written policy statements.
•  Written procedures manuals.
•  Assigned responsibility for approval of accounting policies.
•  Timely review of the selection of accounting principles with independent 
auditors.
2. Adjustments to account balances, 
including valuation estimates and 
write-offs, should be properly 
authorized.
• Assigned individuals to approve adjustments and write-offs.
•  Requirements for documentation, including supporting calculations, 
of adjustments and write-offs.
• Assigned responsibility for independent review and approval of 
adjustments and write-offs.
3. Journal entries should be properly 
authorized.
•  Use of standard journal entries.
•  Assigned responsibility for approval of standard and nonstandard 
journal entries.
4. The accounting recognition given 
to unusual or nonrecurring 
transactions and events not specifically 
covered in existing policy statements 
or procedures manuals should be 
properly authorized.
5. Financial statements, including 
related disclosures, and other external 
financial reports should be prepared 
in conformity with management’s 
authorization.
• Policies requiring the reporting of significant unusual or nonrecurring 
transactions or events to top management.
•  Timely review of the accounting recognition appropriate for such 
transactions and events with independent auditors.
•  Approval of the accounting treatment for such transactions or events 
by a senior financial officer.
•  Assigned responsibility for advising management of requirements of 
existing and new accounting rules and of the rules and regulations of 
appropriate regulatory bodies.
•  Assigned responsibility for accumulating information for disclosure.
•  Assigned responsibility for review of all external financial reports.
•  Policies and procedures governing the preparation and presentation of 
financial statements.
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Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Requirement for written representations on financial statement matters 
from responsible employees.
•  Review by management and the board of decisions relative to the 
presentation and disclosure of external financial reports.
Accounting Objectives
Criteria
6. Financial statements, including 
related disclosures, should be 
prepared in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles or any 
other criteria applicable to such 
statements.
7. Other external financial reports, 
including other information included 
in documents containing financial 
statements, should be prepared in 
conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles or any other 
criteria applicable to such reports, 
and should be consistent with the 
financial statements, where applicable.
Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
•  Written financial statement closing schedule with assignment of specific 
responsibilities, including review responsibilities.
•  Forms that identify for subsidiaries, branches, departments, etc., the 
data that is to be reported.
•  Overall review of the consolidated and consolidating financial 
statements, including comparisons to the prior year and budgeted amounts.
•  Reconciliation of general ledger balances to subsidiary ledgers or records.
•  Standard elimination, currency translation, and reclassification entries.
•  Procedures for an independent comparison of the financial statement 
working papers to source data and a comparison of elimination, currency 
translation, and reclassification entries to those made in prior periods.
• Examinations by internal and external auditors.
•  Designation of individuals permitted to discuss financial results with 
individuals outside of the company.
• Assigned responsibility for preparation of government and regulatory 
reports and for preparation procedures (similar to those in item 6, above) 
to the extent necessary.
•  Assigned responsibility for reviewing all financial information presented 
outside of the financial statements.
Asset Safeguarding Objectives
Criteria Examples of Selected Control Procedures and Techniques
8. Adjustments and write-offs made 
to the account balances should not 
impair the accountability for actual 
amounts.
9. Access, direct and indirect, to 
accounting and financial records used 
in the preparation of external financial 
reports should be suitably controlled 
to guard against physical hazards and 
to prevent or detect within a timely 
period unauthorized entries.
• Use of contra accounts for valuation adjustments.
• Use of memorandum accounts to control adjustments such as bad debt 
write-offs.
• Suitable restrictions on access to work papers used in preparing 
financial statements.
• Suitable safekeeping facilities for work papers, supporting documentation, 
etc., to guard against physical hazards.
•  Suitable records retention program.
• Assigned responsibility for approval of all changes in policies and 
procedures covering accounting routines and related approval procedures.
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